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Overview
Discover Bavaria from one of its most beautiful sides.

Tastings - let your taste buds go on a journey.

A place for connoisseurs and gourmets.

Trip Highlights
Frankfurt-Würzburg-Rothenburg-Nuremberg-Bamberg-Nuremberg-Munich

Detailed Itinerary

Day 01: Frankfurt - WürzburgDay 01
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The first day of your culinary tour through Bavaria leads you to Würzburg, a pretty town in the heart of the Franconian wine

region. Explore the city at your own pace. You may visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site the Residence Palace, the

medieval Marienberg fortress with magnificent views of the Main valley and the cathedral. In the evening enjoy a culinary

tour. During this tour, you will learn more about the history of the city and will stop at traditional "Gasthäuser" (inns)" to

taste some typical Franconian food like Mostsuppe (Franconian cider soup) and Apfelküchle (baked Applerings).

In the morning travel from Würzburg to Rothenberg, one of the oldest and most beautiful cities along the Romantic Road.

From 1170 to 1240, Rothenberg was a Free Imperial City. Strategically located, Rothenberg is nestled on the shores of the

meandering Tauber River. A stroll through its narrow, cobblestone streets is a trip back in time. The medieval city centre has

been beautifully preserved; admire the wooden houses, the historic town hall and extensive medieval city wall. The highlight

of this day is a wine tasting where you will taste different types of regional wines.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 02: Würzburg - RothenburgDay 02

Today continue to Nuremberg. Take the time to explore the historic city centre at your own pace and see the well-preserved

Kaiser burg, Gothic churches, romantic houses and peaceful squares. In the late afternoon join an interesting tour through the

underground cellars of Nuremberg, where you learn more about the history and the elaboration process of beer since the 19th

century. The tour ends with a tasting of a local beer.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 03: Rothenburg - NurembergDay 03

Today visit Bamberg, located in northern Bavaria. The town is famous for its beer and features a lovely old city centre

(UNESCO). Discover the historic city centre, the cathedral, the castle Altenburg and more. Free time to enjoy the relaxing

atmosphere of the city in a beer garden “Biergarten” with a delicious local beer. Later return to Nuremberg for overnight.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 04: Nuremberg - Bamberg - NurembergDay 04
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This morning continue to your last destination, Munich. The capital of Bavaria is famous for its beer culture as well as for

hearty meals. Munich's close relationship to beer is reflected in many parts in the old town quarter of Munich and not only

the history of the beer and the associated historical places will be brought closer to you but also entertaining, quite interesting

anecdotes about beer will be told during a private tour which also includes a beer tasting with a real Bavarian brew master.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 05: Nuremberg - MunichDay 05

In addition to a tour of streets and buildings of Munich's old town", we also experience Bavarian cuisine and explore this on

and around the historic Viktualien Market, since the beginning of the 19th century, this market presents all local delicacies in

the heart of the city. We explore together those individual colourful market stands and learn what a cabbage wrap is or

‘Schmalznudel’ and of course tasting those as well. How did the white sausage come into being, what is a ‘Striezel` and what

does a pretzel represent.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 06: In MunichDay 06

After breakfast end of services.

Meal: Breakfast

Day 07: Depart MunichDay 07

Inclusions
. Accommodation and daily breakfast in all hotels

. Daily breakfast

. Train tickets in 2nd class (Frankfurt -Würzburg, Würzburg - Rothenburg,

Rothenburg - Nuremberg, Nuremberg Bamberg-Nuremberg, Nuremberg - Munich)

Culinary highlights:

. Private tour in Würzburg with Franconian dinner.
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. Private wine tasting in Rothenburg

. Shared tour through the underground cellars in Nuremberg incl. beer tasting

. Private beer tour in Munich with tasting (not possible on Sundays and Mondays). 

. Private culinary discovery tour in Munich incl. Viktualien Market with tasting (not possible on Sundays). 

Exclusions
International airfares

Optional activities

Other meals, drinks, tips and other personal expenses or services not specified on the program

Personal equipment

Travel insurance

Gratuities

Voluntary tips for guides or drivers

Travel and medical insurance

Any items not mentioned as included

Note
Hotel stay at 4 Star or similar.

Departure dates: Daily.

Prices subject to availability.

Min. 2 persons

Single travelers on request!

Self Drive (without guide) Option available on request. (Terms and conditions will vary).

Program Touring / Guide
Private touring
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Periodic Departure

01 Jan, 2024 to 31 Mar, 2025
2-3 pax

AUD 4,825 P P twin share

AUD 5,772 P P single

AVAILABLE

4-5 pax

AUD 3,626 P P twin share

AUD 4,572 P P single

AVAILABLE

6 plus

AUD 3,259 P P twin share

AUD 4,205 P P single

AVAILABLE
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